
The revolution in home massage therapy!  
Deep Core,
Made in Japan by NIN



MADE IN JAPAN

NIN is a Japanese company that produces and markets 
massage chairs in Japan and on the global market. 
Moreover, the Japanese Laboratory for Relaxation by NIN 
aims to realize the production of the perfect Japanese 
massage chair through the development of the DCORE 
product line.



Deep Core:  
a unique experience
D.CORE represents the new wave of 
technological evolution in the world of 
massage chairs. It has grown to become 
a brand which continuously proves its 
outstanding qualities. The D.CORE line of 
the Japanese NIN company is named after 
the Deep Core technology it applies. This 
advancement was developed by Soschu 
Inada, an industry legend and innovator with 
decades of experience.

The massage chair’s frame, massage 
mechanism, and revolutionary Deep Core 
joints emulate the natural hand movements of 
a professional masseur, thus providing a truly 
therapeutic massage with long-lasting effects.

The design of D.CORE massage chairs 
incorporates years of research based on the 
vast experience of professional massage 
therapists. Thanks to the one-of-a-kind 
3D+ TrueShiatsu Action experience these 
exceptional products are able to massage the 
user’s deep tissues.

Having a D.CORE massage chair in your home 
will be a delight, because it will amplify its 
beauty by combining Japanese innovation 
with an organic design expressed in the use 
of noble materials.
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3D+ TrueShiatsu  
Action massage 
technique
D.CORE is built with a revolutionary 
internal architecture capable of applying 
perpendicular pressure to the muscles and 
acting on deep muscle groups, eliminating 
sensations of tension and stiffness from the 
body: this is the patented 3D+ TrueShiatsu 
Action technique available only in this range 
of massage chairs.

The unique D.CORE technology for deep 
muscle relaxation has been developed by 
analysing the movements of a professional 
therapist with a global reputation: Dr 
Takehiro Isawa. NIN Japan researchers 
measured the amplitude of his movements 
and the pressure applied to the muscles 
during therapy sessions, studied these 
techniques and incorporated them into 
D.CORE. Even the shape of the rollers was 
designed to be similar to human fingers.

While conventional chairs use the 
compression method to massage the hands 
and feet, which may not result in deep 
muscle relaxation, D.CORE chairs use a 
fusion of compression and TrueShiatsu to 
deeply massage the back, the buttocks, 
arms and feet, with maximum beneficial 
effects on your whole-body well-being.
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Superior massage with 
Wave Arrays
For a truly encompassing therapeutic massage the 
patented Wave Arrays technology in the D.Core range 
is currently the only technology in the industry that 
incorporates massage robots into dedicated hand and foot 
massage mechanisms. 

The Cirrus and Stratus models bring the patented 
Wave Arrays massage technique to the arms for a unique 
therapeutic massage. Cirrus also offers Wave Arrays for 
the calves, making it the only massage chair on the market 
that uses mechanical oscillating rollers for hand and foot 
massage in addition to the dedicated back mechanism.

An unbeatable experience that has no competition to 
this today!
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The Wave Arrays system 
for the arms.
Available on the Cirrus and 
Stratus models.
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The Wave Arrays system 
for the calves.
Available on the Cirrus model.
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10  D.CORE 
advantages

Deep Core Structure
The specially designed rollers 
are moved by joints that emulate 
human hand motions, which 
stimulate deep muscle tissues 
through ample movements.

Each roller has its own motor 
that allows for continuous and 
oscillating motion.

Space saving function
The massage chair glides 
into space saver mode and 
out of your way at the simple 
press of a button.

Intelligent multiple 
joints
2 to 7 intelligent joints emulate 
the capable motions of 
a massage therapist’s hands.
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Dedicated foot massage mechanism
Dedicated massage robots apply reflexotherapy 
techniques to stimulate the nerve centres.

Calves massage
A dedicated massage robot uses human hand-like 
circular and oscillating movements for the enveloping 
massage of the calves.

Multiple motors
The simultaneous motion of 2 to 12 motors provides an 
intense massage experience.

Specially for the arms
Arms are massaged through 
a double action technique 
employing compression 
and the use of  
a dedicated massage 
mechanism.
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Back heating
It eliminates the sensation of cold by applying 
compression and heat to the area of the hips.

Intelligent body-scanning with micro-current
High precision body-scanning improves the efficacy of 
targeting the most important energy centres of the body

SL-shaped rail
It follows the natural curve of the 
body along the entire length of the 
back (115 cm!).
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The core: the rail system 
with extra coverage
The “backbone” of the D.CORE massage 
chairs is the curved “SL” shaped rail on 
which the massage robot glides. With a 
length of 115 cm and a special shape that 
follows the natural lines of the body, the rail 
allows the massage robot to work in depth 
on the shoulders, back and buttocks.

The sensitive and energetically important 
areas of the human body are stimulated 
directly by D.CORE. In this way, the 
massage chair succeeds in improving 
symptoms of fatigue, pain or stiffness, 
stimulating circulation and restoring energy 
for an overall feeling of refreshment and 
unparalleled well-being.
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12 massage 
techniques

Each D.CORE model comes equipped with 12 automatic 
massage techniques, dedicated to specific times of the 
day or focused on specific parts of the body that need 
special attention.

Naturally, the massage experience can be personalised to your 
own expectations. The massage chairs allow you to adjust the 
pressure intensity of the air cushions as well as the intensity of 
action of the anatomical rollers.
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Zero Gravity 
position
At the touch of a button, the D.CORE 
chairs slide into the Zero Gravity 
position: the legs are brought to the 
level of the back, while the weight of 
the body is comfortably supported by 
the anatomical air cushions. In this way, 
circulation is stimulated throughout 
the body, the massage experience 
becomes more effective and the 
sensation of floating is unparalleled.
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Warming plus massage  
for the back area
D.Core’s patented heating system soothes and relaxes tense muscles, allowing the 3D+ system with True 
Shiatsu Action mechanism to deliver a deeper massage and a lasting therapeutic effect.

With Japanese D.Core technology the paravertebral muscles receive an exceptional therapeutic 
treatment, muscle contractions now have a powerful enemy and massage becomes a daily therapy for 
the whole body.

The D.Core Japanese armchair will become a warm nest in your home.
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Organic,  
nature-inspired design
Elegant in its simplicity, revealing exceptional quality in every line.

D.CORE combines the sensations of luxury and pampering with a sense of enveloping warmth 
inspired by a deep connection with nature. Cutting-edge Japanese engineering is wrapped in 
an organic design, ennobled by walnut wood imported from Florida, USA.

Based on Japanese aesthetics, the D.CORE design represents a natural simplicity that, like a 
quality massage, allow you to escape the complexities of everyday life for an experience that 
relaxes body and soul alike.

D.CORE brings harmony, well-being and balance.
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Designed and manufactured in Japan,  
delivered anywhere in Europe
D.CORE massage chairs are created by NIN Japan, an innovative company with unique patented 
technologies, focused on safety and continuous innovation. A strong research and development team finds 
the best solutions, and a rigorous testing and quality control system ensures that innovations are correctly 
translated into every product that leaves the D.CORE factory.

The 3D+ TrueShiatsu Action technique and the intelligent joint system of the massage hands, which replicate 
the real and sensitive touch of human hands, are original technologies developed by the company - in the 
world of Massage chairs, they represent the most innovative solutions available.

KOMODER is the sole importer of D.CORE in the 
European Union, so that an exquisite product is 
always accompanied by the exceptional service 
that defines us: free delivery and installation, 3-year 
warranty and another 5-year post-warranty service. 
So you can enjoy the D.CORE experience without 
worry, knowing that years and years from now this 
chair will not lose its value and quality.
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MODELS

D.CORE CLOUD

D.CORE STRATUS

1

2
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D.CORE CIRRUS 3
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D.CORE CLOUD
Japanese technology working in choreography to give 
you a unique therapeutic experience. You’ll experience 
a Deep Shiatsu massage that deeply relaxes the 
muscles, using massage rollers that simulate the 
shapes and movements of the human hand. All in an 
organic design, clad in authentic walnut wood, evoking 
Japanese aesthetics.
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5

40

automatic programmes

manual programmes

flexible air cushions

1
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automatic programmes

manual programmes

flexible air cushions
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D.CORE STRATUS
Deep Core healing massage is taken to a new level 
with Stratus, the model that integrates a dedicated arm 
mechanism with patented Wave Arrays technology.

With a therapeutic action thanks to the deep massage 
through movements of up to 7 cm in amplitude, this 
chair combines innovative engineering with finesse 
and aesthetics.
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40

automatic programmes

manual programmes

flexible air cushions

Infinity Wave

Energy Wave

2
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D.CORE CIRRUS
D.CORE’s flagship product incorporates all the experience of Inada Soshu 
and Dr. Takehiro Isawa into a product that is unparalleled in the industry. 
The innovative Deep Core technology is designed to work perfectly on 
every area of the user’s body, every single time it is used. 

The massage mechanisms dedicated to the back, the arms and the legs 
have integrated Wave Arrays technology, which makes the Cirrus model 
the only massage chair on the market that uses mechanical rollers for 
the massage of calves and forearms. The elegant forms emphasized by 
the walnut wood finishing make the D.CORE Cirrus a welcoming nest 
dedicated to the service of your wellbeing. 
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6

41

automatic programmes

manual programmes

flexible air cushions

Infinity Wave

Mobius Wave

3
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SOLE IMPORTER OF NIN JAPAN PRODUCTS
www.komoder.com
contact@komoder.com




